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Abstract. Resolution and superpostion provers rely on the given clause
procedure to saturate clause sets. Using Isabelle/HOL, we formally ver-
ify four variants of the procedure: the well-known Otter and DISCOUNT
loops as well as the newer iProver and Zipperposition loops. For each of
the variants, we show that the procedure guarantees saturation, given a
fair data structure to store the formulas that wait to be selected. Our for-
malization of the Zipperposition loop clarifies some fine points previously
misunderstood in the literature.
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1 Introduction

Resolution [13] and superposition [2] provers are based on saturation. In a first
approximation, these provers perform all possible inferences between the avail-
able clauses. The full truth, however, is more complex: Provers may delete clauses
that are considered redundant ; for example, with resolution, if p(x) is in the
clause set, then both p(a) and p(x) ∨ q(x) are redundant and could be deleted.

The procedure that saturates a set of clauses—or more generally, formulas—
up to redundancy is called the given clause procedure [10, Sect. 2.3]. It has several
variants. The two main variants are the Otter loop [10] and the DISCOUNT loop
[1]. In this paper, we also consider the iProver [8] and Zipperposition loops [17];
they are variants of the Otter and DISCOUNT loops, respectively.

In its simplest form, the procedure distinguishes between passive and active
formulas. Formulas start as passive. One passive formula is selected as the given
clause.1 Deletions and simplifications with respect to other passive and active
formulas are then performed; for example, if the given clause is redundant with
1 We keep the traditional name “given clause” even though our formulas are not nec-

essarily clauses.
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respect to an active formula, the given clause can be deleted, and if the given
clause makes an active formula redundant, that formula can be deleted. More-
over, simplifications can take place; for example, in a superposition prover, if
the term order specifies b ≻ a, the given clause is b ≈ a, and p(b) is an active
formula, the active formula can be simplified to p(a) and made passive again.

Next, if the given clause has not been deleted, it is moved to the active
set. All inferences between the given clause and formulas in the active set are
then performed, and the resulting conclusions are put in the passive set. This
procedure is repeated, starting with the selection of a new given clause, until the
distinguished formula ⊥ is derived or the passive set is empty.

The main metatheorem about this procedure states that if the given clause
is chosen fairly (i.e., no passive formula is ignored forever), then the active set
will be saturated (up to redundancy) at the limit. As a corollary, if the proof
calculus is refutationally complete (i.e., it derives ⊥ from any inconsistent set),
then the prover based on the calculus will be refutationally complete as well.

We present an Isabelle/HOL [12] formalization of the Otter, DISCOUNT,
iProver, and Zipperposition loops, culminating in a statement and proof of
the main metatheorem for each one. We build on the pen-and-paper saturation
framework developed by Waldmann, Tourret, Robillard, and Blanchette [18,19]
and formalized in Isabelle/HOL by Tourret and Blanchette [16]. The framework
is an elaboration of Bachmair–Ganzinger-style saturation [3, Sect. 4]. Waldmann
et al. include descriptions of the four “loops” as instances of the framework, as
Examples 71, 74, 81, and 82 [19]; our formalization follows these descriptions.

Among the four loops, the oldest one is the Otter loop. It originates from
Otter, a resolution-based theorem prover for first-order logic introduced in 1988
[11]. Otter was the first prover to present the given clause algorithm, in its
simplest form as described above.

The DISCOUNT loop followed a few years later as a byproduct of the DIS-
COUNT system [7], itself built to distribute proof tasks among processors. What
distinguishes a DISCOUNT loop is that it really treats the passive set as passive.
Its formulas serve only as the pool from which to choose the next given clause;
they are never involved in deletions or other simplifications. Another key differ-
ence between the two loops is the decoupling of the scheduling of an inference
and the production of its conclusion, which makes DISCOUNT able to propa-
gate deletions and simplifications to discard inferences before their conclusions
enter the passive set. For example, suppose that, in DISCOUNT, an inference

p(x) ∨ p(a) ¬ p(y) ∨ q(y)

p(x) ∨ q(y)

called ι is scheduled, in a derivation using first-order resolution. Then suppose
that, before ι is realized, p(a) is generated (e.g., as the result of the factorization
of p(x) ∨ p(a)). This triggers the deletion of p(x) ∨ p(a), which has become
redundant. Then ι becomes an orphan inference, since one of its premises is no
longer in the active set. It can be deleted without threatening the procedure’s
completeness. In contrast, in an Otter loop, if ι is scheduled before p(a) is selected
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as the given clause, ι’s conclusion p(x)∨q(y) is directly added to the passive set,
where it can be simplified.

What we call the iProver loop [8] is an extension of the Otter loop with
a transition that removes a formula C if C is made redundant by a formula
set M . This terminology is from Waldmann et al. [19, Example 74]. This rule,
introduced when iProver was extended to handle the superposition calculus [8],
combines an inference step with a step that simplifies the active set.

The last and most elaborate loop variant we present is the Zipperposition
loop. Zipperposition is a higher-order theorem prover based on λ-superposition
[4]. Its given clause procedure is designed to work with higher-order logic. Due to
the explosiveness of higher-order unification, a single pair of premises can yield
infinitely many conclusions. For example, the higher-order resolution inference

p (f (y a)) ∨ q y ¬ p (z (f a))

q (λx. f (. . . (f x) . . .))

where y and z are variables, produces infinitely many conclusions of the form
q(λx.fn x) for n ∈ N. Thus, the passive set must be able to store possibly infinite
sequences of lazily performed inferences. The Zipperposition loop was described
by Vukmirović et al. [17] and by Waldmann et al. [19, Example 82].2 Vukmirović
et al. describe the loop’s implementation in Zipperposition, which we believe to
be correct. In contrast, Waldmann et al. present an abstract version of the loop
and connect it, via stepwise refinement, to their saturation framework, obtaining
the main metatheorem. However, in the latter work, the details are not worked
out. Thanks to the Isabelle formalization, we note and address several issues
such that we now have a first rigorous—in fact, fully formal—presentation of
the essence of the Zipperposition loop including the metatheorem.

Our work is part of IsaFoL (Isabelle Formalization of Logic), an effort that
aims at developing a formal library of results about logic and automated rea-
soning [6]. The Isabelle files amount to about 7000 lines of code. They were
developed using the 2022 edition of Isabelle and are available in the Archive of
Formal Proofs (AFP) [5], where they are updated to follow Isabelle’s evolution.

This work joins a long list of verifications of calculi and provers. We refer to
Blanchette [6, Sect. 5] for an overview of such works. The most closely related
works are the two proofs of completeness of Bachmair and Ganzinger’s resolu-
tion prover RP, by Schlichtkrull, Blanchette, Traytel, and Waldmann [14] and by
Tourret and Blanchette [16] as well as the proof of completeness of ordered (un-
failing) completion by Hirokawa, Middeldorp, Sternagel, and Winkler [9]. Instead
of focusing on a single prover, here we consider general prover architectures. Via
refinement, our results can be applied to individual provers.

2 Abstract Given Clause Procedures

To prove the main metatheorem for each of the four loops, we build on the
saturation framework. The framework defines two highly abstract given clause
2 Both groups of researchers include Blanchette and Tourret.
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procedures, called GC (“given clause”) and LGC (“lazy given clause”) [19, Sect. 4].
They are formalized in the file Given_Clause_Architectures.thy of the AFP
entry Saturation_Framework [15].

GC is an idealized Otter-style loop. It operates on sets of labeled formulas.
Formulas have the generic type ′f, and labels have the generic type ′l. One
label, active, identifies active formulas, and the other labels correspond to passive
formulas. GC is defined as a two-rule transition system ⇝GC. In Isabelle syntax:

inductive (⇝GC) :: (
′f× ′l) set ⇒ (′f× ′l) set ⇒ bool where

process: N1 = N ∪ M =■⇒ N2 = N ∪ M ′ =■⇒ M ⊆ RedF (N ∪M ′) =■⇒
active_subset M ′ = ∅ =■⇒ N1 ⇝GC N2

| infer : N1 = N ∪ {(C,L)} =■⇒ N2 = N ∪ {(C, active)} ∪ M =■⇒
L ̸= active =■⇒ active_subset M = ∅ =■⇒
Inf_between (fst ‘ active_subset N) {C}
⊆ RedI (fst ‘ (N ∪ {(C, active)} ∪ M)) =■⇒

N1 ⇝GC N2

When presenting Isabelle code, we will focus on the main ideas and not
explain all the Isabelle syntax or all the symbols that occur in the code. We
refer to Waldmann et al. [19] for mathematical statements of the key concepts
and to the Isabelle theory files for the formal definitions.

Informally, the transition relation ⇝GC is defined as an inductive predicate
equipped with two introduction rules, process and infer. Both rules allow a tran-
sition from N1 to N2 under some conditions:

– The process rule replaces a subset M of N1 by M ′. This is possible only if
the redundancy criterion (RedF) justifies the replacement and the formulas
in M ′ are all made passive (i.e., the active subset of M ′ is the empty set).
This rule models formula simplification and deletion, but also replacing a
passive label by another, “greater” passive label.

– The infer rule makes a passive formula C active and performs all inferences
between this formula and active formulas, yielding M . Strictly speaking,
the inferences need not be performed at all; it suffices that M makes the
inferences redundant.

The main metatheorem for GC states that if the set of passive formulas is empty
at the limit of a derivation, the active formula set is saturated at the limit.

The lazy variant LGC generalizes the DISCOUNT loop. It operates on pairs
(T,N), where T :: ′f inference set is a set of inferences that have been scheduled
but not yet performed and N :: (′f× ′l)set is a set of labeled formulas. It consists
of four rules that can be summarized as follows:

– The process rule is essentially as in GC. It leaves the T component unchanged.
– The schedule_infer rule makes a passive formula active and schedules all

the inferences between this formula and active formulas by adding them to
the T component.

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Saturation_Framework/Given_Clause_Architectures.html
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– The compute_infer rule actually performs a scheduled inference or otherwise
ensures that it is made redundant by adding suitable formulas.

– The delete_orphan_infers rule can be used to delete a scheduled inference
if one of its premises has been deleted.

The main metatheorem for LGC states that if the set of scheduled inferences and
the set of passive formulas are empty at the limit of a derivation starting in an
initial state, the active formula set is saturated at the limit.

3 Otter and iProver Loops

The Otter loop [10] works on five-tuples (N,X,P, Y,A), where N is the set
of new formulas; X is a subsingleton (i.e., the empty set or a singleton {C})
storing a formula moving from N to P ; P is the set of so-called passive formulas
(although, strictly speaking, the formulas in N , X, and Y are also passive); Y
is a subsingleton storing the given clause, which moves from P to A; and A is
the set of active formulas. All the sets are finite in practice.

Initial states have the form (N, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅). Inferences are assumed to be fini-
tary, meaning that the set of inferences with C and formulas from A as premises
(formally written Inf_between A {C}) is finite if A is finite. Premiseless infer-
ences are disallowed.

Otter Loop without Fairness. The first version of the Otter loop, formalized
in Otter_Loop.thy, does not make any fairness assumption on the choice of the
given clause. The guarantee it offers is correspondingly weak: If the sets N , X,
P , and Y are empty at the limit of a derivation starting in an initial state, then
A is saturated. But there is no guarantee that N , X, P , and Y are empty at the
limit. Later in this section, we will show how to ensure this generically.

The transition system ⇝OL for the Otter loop without fairness is as follows:

inductive (⇝OL) :: (
′f×OL_label) set ⇒ (′f×OL_label) set ⇒ bool where

choose_n: C /∈ N =■⇒
state (N ∪ {C}, ∅, P , ∅, A)⇝OL state (N, {C}, P , ∅, A)

| delete_fwd : C ∈ RedF (P ∪ A) ∨ (∃C ′ ∈ P ∪ A. C ′ ·⪯ C) =■⇒
state (N, {C}, P , ∅, A)⇝OL state (N, ∅, P , ∅, A)

| simplify_fwd : C ∈ RedF (P ∪ A ∪ {C ′}) =■⇒
state (N, {C}, P , ∅, A)⇝OL state (N, {C ′}, P , ∅, A)

| delete_bwd_p: C ′ ∈ RedF {C} ∨ C ·⪯ C ′ =■⇒
state (N, {C}, P ∪ {C ′}, ∅, A)⇝OL state (N, {C}, P , ∅, A)

| simplify_bwd_p: C ′ ∈ RedF C, C ′′ =■⇒
state (N, {C}, P ∪ {C ′}, ∅, A)⇝OL state (N ∪ {C ′′}, {C}, P , ∅, A)

| delete_bwd_a: C ′ ∈ RedF {C} ∨ C ·⪯ C ′ =■⇒
state (N, {C}, P , ∅, A ∪ {C ′})⇝OL state (N, {C}, P , ∅, A)

| simplify_bwd_a: C ′ ∈ RedF (C, C ′′) =■⇒
state (N, {C}, P , ∅, A ∪ {C ′})⇝OL state (N ∪ {C ′′}, {C}, P , ∅, A)

| transfer : state (N, {C}, P , ∅, A)⇝OL state (N, ∅, P ∪ {C}, ∅, A)

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Otter_Loop.html
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| choose_p: C /∈ P =■⇒
state (∅, ∅, P ∪ {C}, ∅, A)⇝OL state (∅, ∅, P , {C}, A)

| infer : Inf_between A {C} ⊆ RedI (A ∪ {C} ∪ M) =■⇒
state (∅, ∅, P , {C}, A)⇝OL state (M, ∅, P , ∅, A ∪ {C})

The state function converts a five-tuple into a set of labeled formulas—an equiv-
alent representation that is often more convenient formally. The labels are New
(for N), XX (for X), Passive (for P ), YY (for Y ), and Active (for A, corresponding
to active in GC).

The first nine rules all refine GC’s process rule, whereas the tenth rule, infer,
refines GC’s infer. More precisely: The first rule moves a formula from N to X.
The second and third rules delete or simplify the formula in X. The fourth to
seventh rules delete or simplify other formulas using the formula in X. The eight
rule moves a formula from X to P . The ninth rule moves a formula from P to
Y . And the tenth rule moves a formula from Y to A and performs all inferences
with formulas in A or otherwise ensures that the inferences are made redundant.

Following Waldmann et al., the rules introducing new formulas—namely, the
simplify rules and infer—allow adding arbitrary formulas to the state and are
therefore not sound. Since the metatheorems are about completeness, there is no
harm in allowing unsound steps, such as skolemization. If desired, soundness can
be required simply by adding the assumption N |= N ′ for each step N ⇝OL N ′

in a derivation.
Compared with most descriptions of the Otter loop in the literature, the

above formalization (and Example 71 in Waldmann et al. [19] on which it is
based) is abstract and nondeterministic, allowing arbitrary interleavings of dele-
tions, simplifications, and inferences. By not commiting to a specific strategy,
we keep our code widely applicable: Our abstract Otter loop can be used as
the basis of refinement steps targetting a wide range of deterministic procedures
implementing specific strategies. We will see the same approach used for all the
loops. We note that Bachmair and Ganzinger made a similar choice for their
ordered resolution prover RP [3, Sect. 4].

Otter Loop with Fairness. Below we introduce a fair version of the Otter loop,
called ⇝OLf and formalized in Fair_Otter_Loop_Def.thy. This new version is
closer to an implementation.

inductive (⇝OLf) :: (
′p, ′f)OLf _state ⇒ (′p, ′f)OLf _state ⇒ bool where

choose_n: C /∈ N =■⇒
(N ∪ {C}, None, P , None, A)⇝OLf (N, Some C, P , None, A)

| delete_fwd : C ∈ RedF (elems P ∪ A) ∨ (∃C ′ ∈ elems P ∪ A. C ′ ·⪯ C) =■⇒
(N, Some C, P , None, A)⇝OLf (N, None, P , None, A)

| simplify_fwd : C ′ ≺S C =■⇒ C ∈ RedF (elems P ∪ A ∪ {C ′}) =■⇒
(N, Some C, P , None, A)⇝OLf (N, Some C ′, P , None, A)

...
| choose_p: P ̸= empty =■⇒

(∅, None, P , None, A)⇝OLf

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Fair_Otter_Loop_Def.html
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(∅, None, remove (select P ) P , Some (select P ), A)
| infer : Inf_between A {C} ⊆ RedI (A ∪ {C} ∪ M) =■⇒

(∅, None, P , Some C, A)⇝OLf (M, None, P , None, A ∪ {C})

The definition of ⇝OLf differs from that of ⇝OL in two main respects:

– The set P is organized as some form of queue, with operations such as
select, which chooses the queue’s next element; remove, which removes all
occurrences of an element from the queue; and elems, which returns the set
of the queue’s elements. The queue is assumed to be fair, meaning that if
select is called infinitely often, every element in the queue will eventually be
chosen and the limit of P will be empty.

– Simplification (e.g., in simplify_fwd) is allowed only if the simplified formula
C ′ is smaller than the original formula C according to some given well-
founded order ≺S. In practice, simplifications are usually well founded, so
this is not a severe restriction.

Also note that the state is now directly represented as a five-tuple (without the
mediation of the state function), where the subsingletons are of type ′f option,
with values of the forms None and Some C.

Formula Queue. The queue that represents the passive formula set P is for-
malized in its own file, Prover_Queue.thy. The file defines an abstract type of
queue and the operations on it (empty, select, add, remove, and elems). It also
expresses the fairness assumption on the select function:

If a sequence of queue operations starting from an empty queue contains
infinitely many removals of the selected element, then the queue is empty
at the limit.

Moreover, the file contains an example implementation of the queue as a
FIFO queue. This ensures that the abstract requirements on the queue, including
fairness, are satisfiable.

iProver Loop with Fairness. To obtain an iProver loop from an Otter loop,
only one extra rule is needed. The fair version of the iProver loop is formalized
in Fair_iProver_Loop.thy as follows:

inductive (⇝ILf) :: (
′p, ′f)OLf _state ⇒ (′p, ′f)OLf _state ⇒ bool where

ol : St ⇝OLf St
′ =■⇒ St ⇝ILf St

′

| red_by_children: C ∈ RedF (A ∪ M) ∨ M = {C ′} ∧ C ′ ·≺ C =■⇒
(∅, None, P , Some C, A)⇝ILf (M, None, P , None, A)

The first rule, ol, executes any ⇝OLf rule as an iProver loop rule. The second
rule, red_by_children, replaces a formula C by a set of formulas M that make
it redundant. As M , iProver would use a set of simplified formulas produced by
inferences with C as a premise and formulas from A ∪ {C} as further premises.
The rule is stated in a more general, unsound form.

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Prover_Queue.html
https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Fair_iProver_Loop.html
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We prove the main metatheorem first for the iProver loop. Then, since an
Otter derivation is an iProver derivation (in which the second rule, red_by_
children, is not used), the result carries over directly to the Otter loop. The
Isabelle statement, located in Fair_iProver_Loop.thy, is as follows:

theorem fair_IL_Liminf_saturated
assumes
full_chain (⇝ILf) Sts and
is_initial_OLf_state (Sts ! 0)

shows saturated (Liminf Sts)

Informally, this states that if Sts is a complete ⇝ILf derivation starting in a
state of the form (N,None, empty,None, ∅), then the limit is saturated. The limit
(strictly speaking, limit inferior) is defined by

Liminf Xs =
⋃

i<|Xs|

⋂
j:i≤j∧j<|Xs|

Xs ! j

where Xs ! j returns the element at index j of the finite or infinite sequence Xs.
In Isabelle, such sequences are represented by the type ′a llist of “lazy lists.”

This metatheorem is proved within the scope of the passive set queue’s fair-
ness assumption. It is derived from the metatheorem about the transition system
⇝IL without fairness, which is inherited from the abstract procedure GC.

Proof sketch. The main difficulty is to show that N , X, P , and Y are empty at
the limit. Once this is shown, we can apply the main metatheorem for GC, which
states that if there are no passive formulas at the limit, the active formula set is
saturated.

Let St0 ⇝IL St1 ⇝IL · · · be a complete derivation, where St i = (Ni, Xi, Pi,
Yi, Ai). If the derivation is finite, it is easy to show that the final state, and hence
the limit, must be of the form (∅,None, empty,None, A), as desired.

Otherwise, for an infinite derivation, we assume in turn that the limit of N , X,
P , or Y is nonempty and show that this leads to a contradiction. We start with
N . Let i be an index such that Ni∩Ni+1∩· · · ̸= ∅, which exists by the definition
of limit. This means that Ni, Ni+1, . . . are all nonempty. By invariance, we can
show that Yi, Yi+1, . . . are all empty. Thus, if we have a transition from Stj to
Stj+1 for j ≥ i, it cannot be infer (via ol) or red_by_children. It can be shown
that for the remaining transition rules, we have St i ⊐1 St i+1 ⊐1 · · · , where ⊐1 is
the converse of the lexicographic combination ⊏1 of three well-founded relations:

– the multiset extension ≺≺S of ≺S on entire states—i.e., on unions N ∪X ∪
P ∪ Y ∪A;

– as a tiebreaker, ≺≺S on N components;
– as a further tiebreaker, ≺≺S on X components.

Since the lexicographic combination of well-founded relations is well founded,
the chain St i ⊐1 St i+1 ⊐1 · · · cannot be infinite, a contradiction.

Next, we consider the X component. If X is nonempty forever, the only
possible transition rules are deletions and simplifications, and both make the
entire state decrease with respect to ≺≺S. Again, we get a contradiction.

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Fair_iProver_Loop.html
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Next, we consider the P component. The fairness assumption for the queue
guarantees that P is empty at the limit, at the condition that the choose_p rule
is executed infinitely often. Since P is assumed not to be empty at the limit,
choose_p must be executed only finitely often. Let i be an index from which no
choose_p step takes place. We then have St i ⊐2 St i+1 ⊐2 · · · , where ⊐2 is the
converse of the lexicographic combination ⊏2 of two well-founded relations:

– ≺≺S on Y components;
– as a tiebreaker, the relation ⊏1 on entire states.

Again, we get a contradiction.
Finally, for Y , the only two transitions possible, infer and red_by_children,

are to a state where Y is empty afterward, contradicting the hypothesis that Y
is nonempty forever. ⊓⊔

4 DISCOUNT Loop

The DISCOUNT loop [1] works on four-tuples (T, P, Y,A), where T is the set of
scheduled (“to do”) inferences, P is the set of so-called passive formulas (although,
strictly speaking, any formula in Y is also passive); Y is a subsingleton storing
the given clause; and A is the set of active formulas. All the sets are finite.

Initial states have the form (∅, P, ∅, ∅). Inferences are assumed to be finitary.
We disallow premiseless inferences. Waldmann et al. [19, Example 81] allow
them and let the T component of initial sets consist of all of them. However,
in their “reasonable strategy,” they implicitly assume that T is finite, in which
case premiseless inferences can be immediately performed and replaced by the
resulting formulas inserted in P .

DISCOUNT Loop without Fairness. The first version of the DISCOUNT
loop, formalized in DISCOUNT_Loop.thy, does not make any fairness assumption
on the choice of the inference to compute or the given clause. There is no guaran-
tee that T , P , and Y are empty at the limit, but if they are, then A is saturated
at the limit. Here is an extract of the definition, omitting the delete_bwd and
simplify_fwd rules:

inductive (⇝DL) ::
′f inference set × (′f×DL_label) set ⇒

′f inference set × (′f×DL_label) set ⇒ bool
where

compute_infer : ι ∈ RedI (A ∪ {C}) =■⇒
state (T ∪ ι, P , ∅, A)⇝DL state (T , P , {C}, A)

| choose_p: state (T , P ∪ {C}, ∅, A)⇝DL state (T , P , {C}, A)
| delete_fwd : C ∈ RedF A ∨ (∃C ′ ∈A. C ′ ·⪯ C) =■⇒

state (T , P , {C}, A)⇝DL state (T , P , ∅, A)
...

| simplify_bwd : C ′ ∈ RedF {C,C ′′} =■⇒
state (T , P , C, A ∪ {C ′})⇝DL state (T , P ∪ {C ′′}, {C}, A)

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/DISCOUNT_Loop.html
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| schedule_infer : T ′ = Inf_between A {C} =■⇒
state (T , P , {C}, A)⇝DL state (T ∪ T ′, P , ∅, A ∪ {C})

| delete_orphan_infers: T ′ ∩ Inf_from A = ∅ =■⇒
state (T ∪ T ′, P , Y , A)⇝DL state (T , P , Y , A)

The state function converts a four-tuple (T, P, Y,A) into a pair (T,N), where N
is a set of labeled formulas. The labels are Passive (for P ), YY (for Y ), and Active
(for A, corresponding to active in LGC). The rules compute_infer, schedule_infer,
and delete_orphan_infers refine the LGC rules of the same names; the other rules
refine process.

DISCOUNT Loop with Fairness. In the fair version of the DISCOUNT
loop, formalized in Fair_DISCOUNT_Loop.thy, the scheduled inferences and the
passive formulas are organized as a single queue. A state is then a triple (P, Y,A),
where P is the single queue that merges T and P from the above DISCOUNT
loop, and Y and A are as above. Elements of P have the forms Passive_Inference ι
and Passive_Formula C. The select function of P is assumed to be fair: If select
is called infinitely often, every element in the queue will eventually be chosen
and the limit of P will be empty.

The definition of the transition system is as follows:

inductive (⇝DLf) :: (
′p, ′f)DLf _state ⇒ (′p, ′f)DLf _state ⇒ bool where

compute_infer : P ̸= empty =■⇒ select P = Passive_Inference ι =■⇒
ι ∈ RedI (A ∪ C) =■⇒
(P , None, A)⇝DLf (remove (select P ) P , Some C, A)

| choose_p: P ̸= empty =■⇒ select P = Passive_Formula C =■⇒
(P , None, A)⇝DLf (remove (select P ) P , Some C, A)

| delete_fwd : C ∈ RedF A ∨ (∃C ′ ∈A. C ′ ·⪯ C) =■⇒
(P , Some C, A)⇝DLf (P , None, A)

...
| simplify_bwd : C ′ /∈ A =■⇒ C ′′ ≺S C ′ =■⇒ C ′ ∈ RedF {C,C ′′} =⇒

(P , Some C, A ∪ {C ′})⇝DLf (add (Passive_Formula C ′′) P , Some C, A)
| schedule_infer : set ιs = Inf_between A {C} =■⇒

(P , Some C, A)⇝DLf

(fold (add ◦ Passive_Inference) ιs P , None, A ∪ {C})
| delete_orphan_infers: ιs ̸= [] =■⇒ set ιs ⊆ passive_inferences_of P =■⇒

set ιs ∩ Inf_from A = ∅ =■⇒
(P , Y , A)⇝DLf (fold (remove ◦ Passive_Inference) ιs P , Y , A)

We note the following:

– Inferences are added to P by schedule_infer. An inference can be deleted
by delete_orphan_infers if one of the premises has been removed since the
inference was scheduled.

– The next element from P is chosen by compute_infer or choose_p, depend-
ing on whether it is of the form Passive_Inference ι or Passive_Formula C.

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Fair_DISCOUNT_Loop.html
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– Formulas are added to P by simplify_bwd.

As with the Otter and iProver loops, the most important result is saturation
at the limit:

theorem fair_DL_Liminf_saturated
assumes
full_chain (⇝DLf) Sts and
is_initial_DLf_state (Sts ! 0)

shows saturated (labeled_formulas_of (Liminf_fstate Sts))

Proof sketch. The proof amounts to showing that the sets P and Y are empty
at the limit. This is easy to show for finite derivations, so we focus on infinite
ones. We proceed by contradiction. For P , the fairness assumption for the select
function of the queue guarantees that P is empty at the limit, at the condition
that the compute_infer and choose_p rules are collectively executed infinitely
often. Since P is assumed not to be empty at the limit, these two rules must
be executed only finitely often. Let i be an index from which no compute_infer
or choose_p step takes place. We then have St i ⊐ St i+1 ⊐ · · · , where ⊐ is the
converse of the lexicographic combination ⊏ of two well-founded relations:

– < on the cardinality of Y components (0 or 1);
– as a tiebreaker, the multiset extension ≺≺S of ≺S on unions P ∪ Y ∪A.

Since the lexicographic combination of well-founded relations is well founded,
the chain St i ⊐ St i+1 ⊐ · · · cannot be infinite, a contradiction.

Finally, we consider Y . If Y is nonempty forever, the only possible transitions
make the entire state decrease with respect to ⊏. This yields a contradiction. ⊓⊔

5 Zipperposition Loop

The Zipperposition loop [17] as described by Waldmann et al. [19, Example 82]
works on four-tuples (T, P, Y,A), where the components have the same roles as
in the DISCOUNT loop: T is the scheduled set, P is the passive set, Y is the
given clause, if any, and A is the active set. For technical reasons, we need to
enrich the state with a ghost component D (“done”), of type ′f inference set ,
resulting in a five-tuple (T,D, P, Y,A). All the sets are finite.

The hallmark of the Zipperposition loop is that it can handle infinitary in-
ferences. We assume that Inf_between A {C} is countable if A is finite. (This
assumption is implicit in Waldmann et al.) To store the infinitely many con-
clusions of an inference, T contains possibly infinite sequences of inferences,
instead of individual inferences. Premiseless inferences are also allowed. Initial
states have the form (T, P, ∅, ∅, ∅), where T contains all the premiseless inferences
of the underlying proof calculus and only those.

The implementation in Zipperposition by Vukmirović et al. [17] deviates from
Waldmann et al. in one important respect: Instead of sequences of inferences,
Zipperposition works with sequences of subsingletons of inferences. The special
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value ∅ is returned when no progress is made in computing an inference, to give
control back to the given clause procedure. In the setting of Waldmann et al.,
this special value can be replaced by a tautology (e.g., ⊤ or ⊤ ≈ ⊤), which the
given clause procedure can delete as redundant.

Zipperposition Loop without Fairness. The first version of the Zipperposi-
tion loop, formalized in Zipperposition_Loop.thy, does not make any fairness
assumption on the choice of the inference to compute or the given clause. Here
is an extract of the definition:

inductive (⇝ZL) ::
′f inference set × (′f× DL_label) set ⇒

′f inference set × (′f× DL_label) set ⇒ bool
where

compute_infer : ι0 ∈ RedI (A ∪ {C}) =■⇒
zl_state (T + {LCons ι0 ιs}, D, P , ∅, A)⇝ZL

zl_state (T + {ιs}, D ∪ {ι0}, P ∪ {C}, ∅, A)
| choose_p: zl_state (T , D, P ∪ {C}, ∅, A)⇝ZL zl_state (T , D, P , {C}, A)
| delete_fwd : C ∈ RedF A ∨ (∃C ′ ∈A. C ′ ·⪯ C) =■⇒

zl_state (T , D, P , C, A)⇝ZL zl_state (T , D, P , ∅, A)
...

| schedule_infer : inferences_of T ′ = Inf_between A {C} =■⇒
zl_state (T , D, P , C, A)⇝ZL

zl_state (T + T ′, D − inferences_of T ′, P , ∅, A ∪ {C})
| delete_orphan_infers: set ιs ∩ Inf_from A = ∅ =■⇒

zl_state (T + {ιs}, D, P , Y , A)⇝ZL zl_state (T , D ∪ set ιs, P , Y , A)

The zl_state function converts a five-tuple (T,D, P, Y,A) into a pair (U,N),
where

– U consists of all the inferences contained in T minus those in D (formally
written inferences_of T −D); and

– N is a set of labeled formulas corresponding to P , Y , and A.

We use a multiset for the T component. Waldmann et al. use a set, but this is
not very realistic because an implementation cannot in general detect duplicate
infinite sequences.

The D component addresses a subtle issue in Waldmann et al. If we did not
subtract D in the definition of U , the completeness theorem we would obtain
from the LGC layer above would require the T component to be empty at the
limit. However, a given inference ι might appear in T multiple times and hence
always be present, even if we keep on removing copies of it, if new copies are con-
tinuously added. The issue goes away if we add ι to D whenever we compute it, in
compute_infer—then the inference is not present in U (i.e., inferences_of T−D).
In other words, computing an inference makes it momentarily disappear, even if
there are multiple copies of it in T .

Admittedly, it is not easy to develop a robust intuitive understanding of how
D works, but what matters ultimately is that D allows us to obtain a usable main

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Zipperposition_Loop.html
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metatheorem. The metatheorem states that if the set of scheduled inferences and
the set of passive formulas are empty at the limit of a derivation starting in an
initial state, the active formula set is saturated at the limit. We will also see, via
an additional refinement layer, that the ghost component is truly a ghost and
can be omitted once it has served its purpose.

Zipperposition Loop with Fairness. Unlike the fair DISCOUNT loop, the
fair Zipperposition loop, formalized in Fair_Zipperposition_Loop.thy, keeps
T and P separate. An extract of the Isabelle definition follows:

inductive (⇝ZLf) :: (
′t, ′p, ′f) ZLf _state ⇒ (′t, ′p, ′f) ZLf _state ⇒ bool

where
compute_infer : (∃ιs ∈ t_llists T. ιs ̸= LNil) =■⇒
t_pick_elem T = (ι0, T

′) =■⇒ ι0 ∈ RedI (A ∪ {C}) =■⇒
(T , D, P , None, A)⇝ZLf (T

′, D ∪ {ι0}, p_add C P, None, A)
| choose_p: P ̸= p_empty =■⇒

(T , D, P , None, A)⇝ZLf

(T , D, p_remove (p_select P ) P , Some (p_select P ), A)
| delete_fwd : C ∈ RedF A ∨ (∃C ′ ∈A. C ′ ·⪯ C) =■⇒

(T , D, P , Some C, A)⇝ZLf (T , D, P , None, A)
...

| schedule_infer : inferences_of ιss = Inf_between A {C} =■⇒
(T , D, P , Some C, A)⇝ZLf

(fold t_add_llist ιss T , D − inferences_of ιss, P , None, A ∪ {C})
| delete_orphan_infers: ιs ∈ t_llists T =■⇒ set ιs ∩ Inf_from A = ∅ =■⇒

(T , D, P , Y , A)⇝ZLf (t_remove_llist ιs T , D ∪ set ιs, P , Y , A)

The presence of two queues introduces some complications. Waldmann et
al. [19, Example 82] claim that “to produce fair derivations, a prover needs
to choose the sequence in ComputeInfer fairly and to choose the formula in
ChooseP fairly.” However, this does not suffice: A counterexample would apply
compute_infer infinitely often in a fair fashion, retrieving elements from some
infinite sequences, without ever applying choose_p (whose choice of formula
would then be vacuously fair). The solution is to add a fairness assumption stat-
ing that compute_infer is applied at most finitely many times before choose_p
is applied—or, in other words, that if compute_infer is applied infinitely often,
then so is choose_p. This leads to the following main metatheorem:

theorem fair_ZL_Liminf_saturated :
assumes
full_chain (⇝ZLf) Sts and
is_initial_ZLf_state (Sts ! 0) and
infinitely_often compute_infer_step Sts −■→
infinitely_often choose_p_step Sts

shows saturated (labeled_formulas_of (Liminf_zl_fstate Sts))

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Fair_Zipperposition_Loop.html
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Proof sketch. Recall that zl_state maps (T,D, P, Y,A) to a pair (U,N). In the
abstract LGC layer, U and the passive subset of N are required to be empty at
the limit. To obtain the same effect in ⇝ZLf , we must show that the sets U , P ,
and Y are empty at the limit. This is easy to show for finite derivations, so we
focus on infinite ones. We proceed by contradiction.

We start with U . We first show that there must be infinitely many compute_
infer steps. Assume that there are finitely many. Then there exists an index i
from which no more compute_infer steps take place. We then have St i ⊐ St i+1 ⊐
· · · , where ⊐ is the converse of the lexicographic combination ⊏ of four well-
founded relations:

– the multiset extension ≺≺S of ≺S on unions P ∪ Y ∪A;
– as a tiebreaker, ≺≺S on P components;
– as a further tiebreaker, ≺≺S on Y components;
– as a further tiebreaker, < on the cardinality of T components.

We get a contradiction. Having shown that there are infinitely many compute_
infer steps, we exploit the queue’s fairness to show that one of these steps will
choose any given inference ι from the queue. Thanks to the D trick, ι will then
momentarily vanish from U , ensuring that it is not in the limit. The same argu-
ment applies for any inference ι, showing that U is empty at the limit.

Next, we show that P is empty at the limit. We start by showing that there
must be infinitely many choose_p steps. Assume that there are finitely many.
Then, by the third assumption, there must be finitely many compute_infer steps
as well. Let i be an index from which no more compute_infer steps take place.
We then have St i ⊐ St i+1 ⊐ · · · , as above, yielding a contradiction.

Finally, we show that Y is empty at the limit. Let i be an index such that
Yi ∩ Yi+1 ∩ · · · ̸= ∅. Since a compute_infer step is possible only if Y is empty,
no such steps are possible from index i. Again, we have St i ⊐ St i+1 ⊐ · · · , a
contradiction. ⊓⊔

Queue of Formula Sequences. The queue data structure used for the T
component of the Zipperposition loop needs to store a finite number of possibly
infinite sequences of inferences. It is formalized in Prover_Lazy_List_Queue
.thy. It provides the following operations on abstract queue and element types
′q and ′e:

fixes
empty :: ′q and
add_llist :: ′e llist ⇒ ′q ⇒ ′q and
remove_llist :: ′e llist ⇒ ′q ⇒ ′q and
pick_elem :: ′q ⇒ ′e× ′q and
llists :: ′q ⇒ ′e llist multiset

The fairness requirement on implementations of the abstract queue interface
takes the following form:

https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Prover_Lazy_List_Queue.html
https://www.isa-afp.org/browser_info/current/AFP/Given_Clause_Loops/Prover_Lazy_List_Queue.html
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If a sequence of queue operations contains infinitely many pick_elem
steps and ι is at the head of one of the sequences stored in the queue,
then either the sequence will be entirely removed (by orphan deletion)
or ι will eventually be chosen.

A syntactically stronger formulation of fairness, where ι may occur anywhere in
a sequence, is derived as a corollary:

If a sequence of queue operations contains infinitely many pick_elem
steps and ι occurs in one of the sequences stored in the queue at some
index in the sequence, then either the sequence (possibly amputated
from its leading elements) will be entirely removed or ι will eventually
be chosen.

As a proof of concept, the theory file contains an example implementation of
the queue as a FIFO queue. The proof that this FIFO queue is fair is the most
finicky proof of our entire development.

Zipperposition Loop without Ghost Fields. In the last step of our de-
velopment, we remove the D state component. D is useful to retrieve a usable
main metatheorem for ⇝ZL, but it is not explicitly referenced in the metatheo-
rem for the fair variant⇝ZLf . The resulting transition system⇝ZLfw, formalized
in Fair_Zipperposition_Loop_without_Ghosts.thy, operates on four-tuples
(T, P, Y,A). Each transition is identical to the corresponding ⇝ZLf transition,
omitting the D component. The main metatheorem is also essentially the same.

6 Conclusion

We presented an Isabelle/HOL formalization of four variants of the given clause
procedure, starting from Tourret and Blanchette’s formalization of two abstract
given clause procedures [16]. We relied extensively on stepwise refinement to
derive properties of more concrete transition systems from more abstract ones.

Our main findings concern the Zipperposition loop. We found that the re-
finement proof is not as straightforward as previously thought [19, Example 82]
and requires a nontrivial abstraction function. In addition, we discovered a fair-
ness condition—the necessity of avoiding computing inferences forever without
selecting a formula—that was not mentioned before in the literature, and we
clarified other fine points.
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